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The quality and efficiency of the whole query answering process
is highly sensitive to the form of the ontology and notably the
mappings. In particular, if an OBDA/I scenario is not set-up properly,
queries might be excessively slow, and they might miss answers
and/or return unwanted data. Setting up a high-quality OBDA/I
scenario is a non-trivial task that requires a deep understanding of
the underlying principles and a good knowledge of the involved
technologies and tools.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main difficulties in managing information assets in large
organizations is the seamless access to the complex forms of data
stored in a variety of different kinds of legacy sources. Novel technologies based on an explicit use of semantics about the domain
of interest have recently been proposed to address the challenges
arising in this setting. In particular, knowledge graphs are being
used as a mechanism to provide a uniform representation of the
heterogeneous information stored in the sources. Such graphs are
based on a simple and general format for representing data, namely
RDF triples. This extensional information is complemented by an
ontology, which represents general knowledge about the domain,
and the data together with the ontology can be queried using the
standard SPARQL language. The RDF graph can be constructed explicitly (i.e., materialized) from the data at the sources, by following
an approach that resembles the traditional extract-transform-load
(ETL) workflow. However, this approach has several drawbacks
related to data duplication, freshness, and potential conflicts with
data management policies and privacy requirements.
To overcome these problems, a different approach has been proposed, which is based on declaratively mapping the sources to the
ontology, and maintaining the RDF graph virtual. Such an approach
is known as ontology-based data access/integration (OBDA/I), to emphasize the prominent role played by ontologies in managing the
information assets of an organization. The OBDA/I approach has
been deployed successfully in several industrial projects and use
cases and in the public administration, e.g., at Statoil (now Equinor),
Siemens, the Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance, in projects
on Smart Cities, Electronic Health Records, Maritime Security, and
Manufacturing.
However, answering queries posed over the (virtual) RDF graph
requires sophisticated techniques that are based on query rewriting.
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OVERVIEW OF THE TUTORIAL

In this tutorial, we cover such principles and the main (semantic)
technologies underlying OBDA/I. In addition to the theoretical underpinning, we provide participants also with a practical hands-on
experience on state-of-the-art tools. In this way, industry practitioners and researchers gain a good understanding of semantic
technologies for OBDA/I, and are able to deploy them for their data
access and data integration needs in practical use-cases.
Target Audience. The target audience of the tutorial are researchers,
PhD students, and practitioners, who are interested in deepening
their theoretical understanding of semantic technologies for accessing and integrating data, and in getting insight into recent
developments in this area.
Prerequisite Knowledge. We assume from participants basic knowledge on relational database foundations (relational model, relational
algebra and SQL) and technologies (use of relational engines, JDBC).
Some knowledge of first-order logic might be useful, but is not required to follow the tutorial. Similarly, background in Semantic
Web standards, such as RDF and SPARQL can be of help, although
these notions are an integral part of the tutorial, and are introduced
and discussed in the first part.
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OUTLINE OF THE TUTORIAL

As described, we cover in the tutorial both theoretical and practical
aspects related to the use of semantic technologies in OBDA/I.
Specifically, the tutorial is structured in the following 6 sessions of
60 minutes each, with a total duration of 6 hours:
1. Semantic Web Standards (60 mins)
In this part, we introduce and discuss the main semantic technologies that underlie OBDA/I, as they have been standardized
by the W3C. Specifically, we present the RDF data model, and
the ontology language OWL 2 QL, on which OBDA/I systems
are based. We then introduce SPARQL, which is the standard
query language for the Semantic Web, covering both syntax and
semantics of the main language constructs, and how queries are
answered taking into account ontological knowledge (which is
known as entailment regimes). Finally, we discuss the R2RML
mapping language, which is a language that has been tailored
towards exposing relational data sources as RDF graphs.

2. Introduction to OBDA and OBDI (60 mins)
In this part, we provide an introduction to the principles of
OBDA/I, introducing the general OBDA/I framework. We present
the ideas behind query processing, based on query rewriting with
respect to the ontology, and transformation to SQL using mappings. We discuss the architecture of a typical OBDA/I system,
and the external software with which such a system interacts (i.e.,
the OBDA/I ecosystem). Further, we present several significant
use-cases in which OBDA/I has been successfully deployed.
3. Hands-on Session 1: Basics of OBDA System Modeling
and Usage (60 mins)
In this first hands-on session, we let participants practice the
main semantic technologies introduced before, making use of
the widely used Protégé ontology editor, together with its plugin
for the OBDA system Ontop. We also practice how to deploy an
OBDA system as a SPARQL endpoint, i.e., a system providing
SPARQL query answering functionality via the standard HTTP
protocol.
4. Query Processing in OBDA (60 mins)
In this part, we provide more insights into some key theoretical
aspects of OBDA, by analyzing more in depth the query answering process based on rewriting. We discuss how the ontology
constructs affect query transformation, and how they impact the
computational efficiency of the whole query answering process.
We dedicate also some time to presenting novel optimization
techniques, e.g., those relying on the use of constraints on the
data, and those applied in the presence of specific SPARQL constructs such as optional. To make this part accessible to a wide
audience, it is mostly example driven.
5. Hands-on Session 2: Advanced OBDA/I System Deployment (60 mins)
In this second hands-on session, we let participants practice and
understand more complex forms of OBDA/I setups. The aim
of this session is twofold: On the one hand, participants better
understand the impact of mapping design and of optimization
techniques that rely on constraints on the data. On the other
hand, they learn how to connect to a federation layer to integrate
multiple data sources via OBDI.
6. Latest Advancements in OBDA/I (60 mins)
In this part, we provide an overview on the latest advancements
in OBDA/I that concern various extension of the basic OBDA
framework. Possible extensions that we consider are: (i) how to
account for the access to non-relational (NoSQL) datasources;
(ii) how to establish correspondences between data items in
different sources, and how to access such cross-linked datasets
in an integrated way; (iii) how to access via OBDA spatial and
temporal data.
Tutorial Material. For the tutorial we use slides and we refer to
a recent overview article [7]. The tutorial is freely available at
http://ontop.inf.unibz.it/cikm-2018-tutorial/. For the two hands-on
sessions, we expect participants to bring their own laptop, and to
pre-install the software that we make available in advance from
the tutorial web-page. To simplify the setup for participants, we
prepare a Docker container in which all required tools and libraries
are pre-installed.
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